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The Slimeball Speaks
I t was 30 years ago that I wrote and drew Amoeba Adventures #1 .

I t wasn’t the first comic I ’d ever drawn,

but it was the first I sent out to complete

strangers. A kind review by the late Tim

Corrigan in his Comics Buyer’s Guide

fanzine column kicked off what became

a fantastic 8-year ride for me in the small

press comics scene.

What started out as high school doodles

turned into an entire universe of stories. I

wrote, drew and published nearly 40

Amoeba Adventures comics and worked

with lots of great people, including my

top collaborator Max Ink.

We won a lot of fans and friends I sti l l

keep up with today. People in the comics industry I idol ised l ike Wil l Eisner, Dave

Sim, Tony Isabella, Sergio Aragones, Stan Sakai and many more had kind things to

say about my creations. My time with Prometheus the Protoplasm, Rambunny, Ninja

Ant, Spif and the rest of the gang is one of the creative highl ights of my life.

And somehow, the time flew by. I got married, had a kid, moved across the world to

another country, continued working as a journalist. But I never entirely forgot about

Amoeba Adventures, and what it meant to me.

Most of my Amoeba Adventures “archives” of original art, letters and more had been

sitting in my parents’ basement in California for 1 5 years unti l I final ly took it back to

New Zealand with me last year. I t was like rediscovering an old friend - or rather,

dozens of them. And when I real ised 2020 was the 30th anniversary of when I self-

published Amoeba Adventures #1 - sending out a whopping 1 0 or so copies to

friends and fanzines - I thought it was time to mark the occasion.

I scanned and uploaded all 27 issues of Amoeba Adventures to my website

amoebaadventures.com, making them available as free PDF downloads to anyone

who wants ‘em. Along the way, I started adding “bonus features” of the notes,

sketches, reviews, interviews and much more that I ’d gathered along the way. There

ended up being more than 1 50 pages of these bonus features added to the original

comics!
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This publication is dedicated to the memory of small press friends no
longer with us. They all supported me in ways big and small, and

are sorely missed.

Sam Gafford

Tim Corrigan

Jim Pack

Karen O’Donnell

Larry Nibert

Rick Howe

Quinton Hoover

Eric Hampton

And somehow, there was sti l l a l ittle bit more left over to stick in this Amoeba Archive, a

final thank you and appreciation of Amoeba Adventures’ 30th anniversary. Included here

are some rare stories that didn’t quite fit elsewhere, a handful of “unfinished gems,” and

some of the very first (and very rough)

Prometheus stories that have never been

published anywhere.

Lastly, we’ve got the very first new

Amoeba Adventures story in 22 years.

While this story isn’t the most accessible

to newcomers, for long-time Amoeba fans

there’l l be a lot of deep cuts as I explore

one possible future for Prometheus.

Who knows? After al l this time, there

might be a few more Amoeba Adventures

left to come. To be honest, drawing

Prometheus again after way too long a

hiatus felt l ike coming home, even if my pen isn't quite as sharp as it once was. Special

thanks to Jason Marcy and Troy Hickman for their help putting this archive together.

Thanks to all for reading, and the adventures we had along the way.
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Rare Amoebas
* The Flaming Flag story here spins out of the text piece

by Troy Hickman in Amoeba Adventures #1 2 which

looked at the fictional 50-year history of Prometheus, and

is a World War I I adventure of the Flag and “Promy the

Boy Blob.” Troy wrote this story in 1 994 and for some

unfathomable reason I never finished drawing it, and

misplaced the original art for years. I t appears here for the

first time.

* “Too Many Heroes” was a fun “si lent” story by myself and

Max Ink for Rap Sheet #50, a special al l-comics issue of

the Small Press Syndicate newsletter published in 1 994.

* Jason Marcy’s rude, crude Powerwus was one of my all-

time favourite small press characters. Jay and I worked

together on a story teaming Powerwus and Rambunny in a

brawl to end all brawls that appeared in Tetragrammaton

Fragments #1 33.

* Powerwus made his second appearance in the “Amoeba

universe” in a cameo in Amoeba Adventures #21 . The

story by Jay reprinted from his Untold Tales of Powerwus

#1 comic immediately fol lows that story and is kind of an

“Amoeba Adventures #20.5,” a great l ittle yarn where

Powerwus tries to avenge his pal Rambunny’s beating at

the hands of the Dark One.

* The two-page Rambunny story appeared in the Yendie

Boox anthology Dead Fundamentalists #1 in 1 992, right

around the time Pat Buchanan scared everybody with his

talk of ‘culture wars. ’ I t’s a rather dated, preachy piece, I ’ l l

admit, and Rambunny probably wasn’t the best fit as a

character for it, but it’s an interesting curio. And of course,

after 1 992, American politics were never ever extremist or

divisive again, he said, chuckling.

* The Small Press Syndicate jam comic “Carpal Tunnel

Syndrome” was a fanzine version of Crisis On Infinite

Earths. Included are some excerpts with the parts I worked

on.

* The one-page strip written by me and drawn by Will

Pfeifer teams up his “Violentman” and Rambunny

(Rambunny was great for team-ups!). I t appeared in the

Amoeba Adventures Fifth Anniversary Special in 1 996.
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Written by Troy Hickman. Drawn by Nik Dirga
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From Rap Sheet #50, 1994
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From Tetragrammaton Fragments #133, 1993
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The United Fanzine Organization’s

al l-comics annuals featuring

contributions by members were a

highl ight of small press.

Jason Marcy and I teamed together

for the 1 993 edition for this story. His

brawling bruiser Powerwus seemed a

natural fit for a tangle with Rambunny,

in the yarn on the fol lowing pages.
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Untold Tales ofPowerwus #1, 1997
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From Tales of the Petro-Canada Man #4, 1994
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From Dead Fundamentalists #1, 1992
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(The original art for this page is long lost so the

quality is a bit off. )
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From misc. fanzines, 1992
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Excerpts from Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, 1996
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I don’t have the room to reprint the entire “Carpal

Tunnel Syndrome” here, but the Small Press

Syndicate jam comic circa 1 995-1 996 was one of the

most fun collaborative projects ever done in Small

Press. Spearheaded by Tyim Courts and J. Kevin

Carrier, the 44-page story gathered more than a

dozen small press characters and around 25 SPS

writers and artists to tel l a madcap story featuring a

cosmic event spanning universes. The story, l ike

most jam comics, is insane, but fun, wrapping in a

small press creator with writer’s block, an evil vi l lain,

dimension-hopping hij inks, the search for the perfect

blueberry muffin and the pending end of the

universe! Prometheus and Rambunny from the

“Amoebaverse” took part, and I drew and wrote

several parts of it, excerpted on the fol lowing pages

that’ l l give a flavour for the ful l wacky crisis. I also

created the vil lain of the piece, The Chaos Thief, in

the chapter I wrote (notes below). I t was definitely

the most ambitious mass project I ever contributed to

in small press and also one of the best.
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Miscellaneous

scenes from

Carpal Tunnel

Syndrome

featuring

Prometheus and

Rambunny.
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From Amoeba Adventures Fifth Anniversary Special, 1996
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From Rocco Comics' HamsterMan, 1993
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From Anything For a Cheap Laugh Collection

#1, 1995

A collection of Troy Hickman 's columns for Small

Press Feedback, this col lection featured a cameo by

Rambunny by Max Ink on the jam cover (right), and a

series of one-page il lustrations by many other artists

incide. Prometheus makes his own cameo below.
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One of the best part of doing Amoeba Adventures was visiting comic conventions and

even getting "pro" badges to wear. Above is a jam strip (obl igatory at cons) from 1 995's

Mid-Ohio Con featuring Matt Feazell, J. Kevin Carrier, Pam Bliss and more along with

myself and Max Ink.

Below left, Cerebus creator Dave Sim and Gerhard with the Prometheus "standee" at a

convention. At right, a real ly nifty Prometheus statue that fan E. Mullins made for us circa

1 996 that I sti l l have today - a bit dusty, but intact!
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Primitive Amoebas
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This section features some of the earl iest

Prometheus stories - they’re rough, they’re a bit

hard to read, and well , I did them a LONG time ago,

but few of these have ever seen the l ight of day and

it seemed like a good idea to go back to the very

beginning a bit in this archive.

* The strip from March 11 , 1 986 on the next page is

probably the very first thing I ever drew with

Prometheus (who looked and acted a LOT

differently then). I also drew some comic strips

around the same time with Prometheus and a very,

very rough early take on Rambunny.

* The first two issues of Prometheus, the 6-issue

pre-small press homemade series that preceded

Amoeba Adventures, were very, very rough comics,

scribbled in blue pen on notebook paper.

Prometheus #3-6 weren’t a lot better, but marginal ly

more professional, and were reprinted in the

Prometheus: Only A Man collection in 1 995.

Prometheus #1 and 2 have never been printed

anywhere before this. They’re very sil ly comics by

an eager 1 5-year-old, with a lot more breaking of

the fourth wall than my later comics. I t’s al l fuel led

by a love of things l ike Bloom County, Dan O’Neil l ’s

wonderful “Odd Bodkins,” and of course, Bob

Burden’s classic Flaming Carrot comics, which

directly inspired the Asbestos Mushroom’s name as

a kind of bizarre in-joke that was funny to nobody

but me.

* “Prometheus Meets The Beatles” is from a high

school art class project circa 1 988. I t’s a goofy joke

of a strip, and about the only appearance of

Prometheus’ early sidekicks - Zeke the Burger King,

Myron the Tomato, ‘Bot and Beano. Um, yeah….
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Also published in One-Celled Tales #1, 1991
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Also published in One-Celled Tales #1, 1991
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Prometheus #1 introduced Prometheus and his “evil twin” Kronos in the first of many tel l ings of

Prometheus’ origins, which constantly changed throughout the series unti l I tried to make sense

of it once and for al l in Amoeba Adventures #22.
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Prometheus #2 had the first appearances of Rambunny, Dr. Spif and the Asbestos Mushroom,

who’d al l go on to play big parts in Amoeba Adventures. None of them are quite l ike the

characters they later became (except perhaps the Mushroom, who never changes), but there’s

hints of them there if you can ignore the awful artwork. Also dig the cameo by Bob Burden’s

Flaming Carrot on page 81 .
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Before I started drawing actual stories with him,

Prometheus appeared as a kind of running joke in

notes I ’d scribble to friends during classes in high

school. (For the youth: Notes were like texts,

except you did them by hand and tried to pass

them subtly around in classes.) Most of the “note

Prometheus” jokes were vaguely obscene or in-

jokes or both. Notably, Fred, Ed and Ted,

Prometheus’ sons, actual ly first appeared in these

note comics - it would be about 34 years before I ’d

actual ly use them in a legitimate story, the one at

the very beginning of this archive!
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Unfinished Amoebas
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Small press was a hugely exciting time for me in the

early 1 990s, meeting fel low creators scattered all across

the country and sharing our works and working together.

Unfortunately some of these stories never quite made it

to reality. There were so many ideas spinning around

everyone’s heads that sometimes they didn’t make it off

of the drafting tables. I also had a rather bad habit of

overcommitting myself at the time, and sometimes a

project simply fel l by the wayside.

Here’s a look behind the curtain at some of the comics

that never were, including a solo Rambunny story, a

team-up with the late Sam Gafford ’s Karate Koala, a

collaboration with Lynn Allen for an Amoeba

Adventures Annual, a battle between Jason Marcy’s

Powerwus and Prometheus, and several other rare

sketches and proposals.

Art by Lynn Allen (see page 108)



“The Bully” would’ve been a story that final ly introduced some of Rambunny’s family, notably his

brother Chuck. I can’t recall where it was going to go unfortunately and I only ended up

pencil l ing and partly inking the first page.
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A planned third team-up with Jason Marcy’s Powerwus in the Amoeba universe never quite

made it to fruition. I t would’ve featured Prometheus going crazy and a new “Psychowus” vi l lain. I

did a few sketches for it.
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I have no idea what kind of drugs I was on when I drew this weird Karate Kactus strip. Which is

probably why I never printed it anywhere.
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One story I real ly wish had made it to print was this col laboration

with the late Sam Gafford . Sam had a character named “Karate

Koala, ” a kind of koala warrior who appeared in an issue or two of

his zine Eternity. I t seemed like a natural idea for his KK to team

with my Karate Kactus, and maybe have an “untold tale” of

Isuzu’s past. We tossed ideas back and forth circa 1 992 (see

below letter from Sam) and I eventual ly came up with a script that

Sam was going to draw. Unfortunately, l ife got in the way, and

“Karate Koala Vs. Karate Kactus” never did happen. (Regrettably,

I don’t even have any copies left of Sam’s old Karate Koala tale,

as I ’d love to run a picture or two from it here as well ! )

Sam passed away in 201 9 suddenly at the way too young age of

56. He was a great friend to many in small press and I offer this

script as a bit of a tribute to him.
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From Amoeba Adventures #18, 1995
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"So what if I'll
never never work
as a mercenary
again? But at
least I've got my
stinkin' honor,
right? I did the
bloody right
thing, didn't I?"
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The Amoeba Adventures Annual would have featured a team-up with Lynn Allen ’s

dimension-hopping characters Lex and Domingo and which would’ve introduced the

character The Mindmaster (who made her actual debut in Amoeba Adventures #1 5, in a less

sexy costume and without the weirdly skinny wasp waistl ine she has above).

Only a cover by me, the script for the 25-page adventure by me and a few sketches by Lynn

were ever completed. Here’s a look at the art and an excerpt from the script.
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I was riffing on the fun X-Men baseball stories with "I t Came From Outer Space," a 7-page

incomplete story excerpted here. This was another one that I think was a little too sil ly. While I

wrote it and it was penciled by Lynn Allen , I only ended up partial ly inking and lettering the story

before it kind of fel l by the wayside. I kind of lost track of Lynn Allen entirely after the early 1 990s

I ’m afraid and have no idea whatever became of her!
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Terence Anthony was a great and original creator who only briefly did some work in small

press, and went on to become a playwright and artist. He and I had considered doing a neat l ittle

story that never quite came to be, but you can see his notes on the plot here, which would've

been an interesting social justice tale (the LA Rodney King riots were very recent history then).
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When I was chairman of the United Fanzine Organization in 1 996, I tried to organise a new

"UFO Jam" comic. I t didn't quite get off the ground, and only 2-3 pages were ever done. Here's

the first page which I did, kicking off the "story." Shocking surprise Al Gore cameo! (I t was the

1 990s.)
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Zine was a noble, fai led experiment on my part, as a young fel la overcome with passion

for small press. Inspired by small press “reviewzines” l ike Jim Pack’s Comicist and Ian

Shires ’ Self-Publisher, when both of those went dormant I decided to try my hand at my

own small press magazine. I boldly put out an “Issue Zero” 8 page introduction issue,

intending to take over the world with my mad journalism student skil ls. (The cover

features Rambunny and The Doom Patrol ’s Robotman, whose look was a big influence

on Rambunny’s appearance in early AA issues.)
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Of course, I bit off way more than

I could chew. I was sti l l putting out

Amoeba Adventures (and Zine

was indeed one of the reason for

a nearly year-long delay between

#9 and #1 0), a ful l-time college

student, working some at the

student newspaper, and doing a

part-time job at a copy shop, as

well as just attempting to, you

know, have a life.

After I put out Zine #0 I was utterly

FLOODED with submissions and

things to review. I real ised there

was no way I could actual ly

manage to put something l ike

Zine out several times a year

without giving up several other

things.

So the nicely polished Zine #1 , which

came out February 1 993 and included

columns by S.E. Mills, Larry Johnson

and Michael Neno, a cover by Matt

Kelleigh and a great interview with

cartoonist Steve Leach, was the one and

only issue. In an alternate timeline, maybe

I could’ve kept it going. Oh well .

Fortunately Bob Elinskas launched his

own excellent zine Small Press Feedback

right about the same time, which lasted for

many years and was way more successful

than I could’ve been!
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Inked Amoebas
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I t’s no exaggeration to say that

without Max Ink, Amoeba

Adventures would never have been

as successful as it was. Max drew

about half the issues, and nobody

has ever managed to make my

wacky story ideas and characters

come to l ife quite as well as he did.

I sti l l treasure the many sketches,

letters and designs we shared

during our mid-1 990s rampage

through small press, and here’s just

a sample of them.

As always, Max, I tip my cap to a

remarkable artist.
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Covered Amoebas
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Pretty much everything is available online as
FREE PDF downloads! More than 150 pages of
rare art, sketches, notes, interviews and more

have also been included as bonus pages!

www.amoebaadventures.com
facebook.com/amoebaadventures



making amoebas since 1990 or so.




